This map is not a legal document. The accuracy, correctness or completeness of the information provided is not guaranteed. DEMD makes no expressed or implied warranties as to the use of this map and accompanying data. If shown, Agreements, Leases, or Ownership Tracts, generated using NIOGEMS processing methods from BIA,TAAMS records may contain some land, numeric, or category errors, resulting in certain lands not being mapped. These may be corrected at a future date.
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[Diagram of map with various symbols and labels]

- Townships
- Oil & Gas Tract Ownership
  - ALLOTED
  - TRIBAL
  - FEE
  - GOVERNMENT
- Leases
  - $ - IMDA
  - @ - Oil & Gas Lease
  - # - Sand & Gravel Lease
  - ? - Pending (MDA, O&G, SG)
  - * - Other Mineral Types
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